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The purpose and mission of the Horseshoe Scout Reservation Alumni Association
"To preserve and promote the spirit and heritage of Horseshoe Scout Reservation and its camps
(Camp Horseshoe and Camp John H. Ware, III), to be a benefactor to the Reservation and to promote
the brotherhood of Scouting among the alumni of the Reservation."

ALUMNI FROM EVERY DECADE AT FIRST
HSRAA REUNION
On July 8, 2000, the first annual Reunion of the
Horseshoe Scout Reservation Alumni Association
(HSRAA) brought together over 100 Camp
Horseshoe and Camp John H. Ware, III alumni/ae
at Camp Horseshoe. It did not disappoint!
Friendships were renewed, camp stories retold
(with embellishments), pictures taken of young
and old; and there was much laughter and a few
tears as representatives of every decade of the
Reservation convened in the newly constructed
Goodman Pavilion.
Many pioneer campers were there. Link Rice,
who is the first of four generations of Horseshoe
campers and had attended Camp Horseshoe the
first year it had opened in 1928, enjoyed the fellowship and festivities. From the 1930's decade
were Roland Minshall '32 and Bob Lorgus '36 followed by those of the 1940's that included Jim
Gawthrop '41, Fred Gates '44, John Rettew '44,
Ernie Heegard '46 and Bill Trowill '48. Each of the
subsequent decades was well represented. Along
with Marjie Prosock, current Camp John H. Ware,
III Director, former Ware Directors attending the
Reunion were Dr. Dave Mellinger, C.W. Bruton and
Paul Owens. Roy Cole, the third in a line of four
generations of the Cole Family to serve as Camp
Ranger, was on hand with his wife Matleen enjoying the activities.
The day's events included tours of both Camp
Horseshoe and Camp John H. Ware, III conducted
by Alumni committee members.
Interesting
Scouting memorabilia

Ernie honored by reviewing the troops, including Jon DeVergilio and
Mike Berkeihiser, at HSRAA Retreat ceremony.

of early camp days was enjoyed as were the old
photos, videos of camp and the Reunion Issue of
"The Octoraro Loop", HSRAA's newsletter.
Decade photos were taken - and, oh my! how
some of us had aged since those early days at
camp! The evening Retreat Ceremony including
an Order of the Arrow "call-out" of candidates
was memorable. As our alumni/ae stood "tall" at
Retreat, Camp Director Mike Berkeihiser ceremoniously turned over the review of the troops to
Camp Director Emeritus Ernie Heegard.
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“Curly” Trowill ‘48 reunites with Bill and Don Foot of ‘60’s.

Fred Gates ‘44, Herb Warner ‘57 and Link Rice ‘28 talk up old times.

Roland Minshall ‘32 with Horseshoe camper son, Tom, register.

Alums George Gruss ‘49, Rich Ide of the ë60ís, Al Fegley ‘69, and Steve
D'Antonio ‘65 get together with their Scoutmaster Ernie Heegard ‘46.

1950’s decade is well represented.

Rich Foot ‘82 (third generation) with Frank Rodgers ‘60’s leader.

Eric Lorgus ‘65, Ernie Heegard ‘46 and Bob Lorgus ‘36 at Pavilion.

Great turnout for Decade of the ‘60’s.
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REUNION CONTINUED....
Following a fine "Camp Ware-style chicken barbecue" supper, Ernie then stepped into his familiar
role as song leader. Popular camp songs were sung
leading up to the rousing "Green Grow The
Rushes, Ho!" Then, former Horseshoe Camp
Director Clarke Green spoke of Horseshoe and
Camp Ware and recounted some of the returning
alumni/ae statistics - Rev. Gary Marshall had come
the longest distance from Roanoke, VA beating out
Joe Eagan from Boston; Link Rice was the earliest
camper, etc.
Bob Matje, Chairman of the HSRAA, greeted
120 alumni/ae, family, friends and current staff
members and convened the business meeting. He
expressed his thanks and appreciation to Bill "Biff"
Davis, Reunion Chairman and organizer of the
event, for his successful efforts as well as to the
Bruton brothers and other Camp Ware alumni who
prepared the fine meal. Council Executive Doug
Dillow '97 spoke of his awe and appreciation of
the rich and vital heritage that the HSRAA and the
Reunion represented to Chester County Council
and future generations of Scout campers.
Special projects undertaken by the HSRAA
were discussed. The first one undertaken by the
Association and nearing completion was that of the
"Harris Poll' for the Council - a study of Scouting
vitality in our Council in cooperation with the
National BSA. Dick Bensing '57, Projects Leader of
the HSRAA, presented plans for special gateways
for both Camp Horseshoe and Camp John H.
Ware, III. It is felt that these projects will help to
define our Association's mission that by providing
capital improvements having significance for the
Reservation and setting a high standard for the
HSRAA.
Elections were held for the new HSRAA
Executive Committee to serve from September 1,
2000 until August 31, 2001. Elected were: Dick
Bensing, Mike Berkeihiser, Hab Butler, Neil
Chippendale, Bill Davis, Joe Eagan, Ron Fish,
Karen Griffin, Eric Lorgus, Bob Matje, Paul Owens,
John 'JB' Rettew, Andy Smith, John Souder and
Harold Weber, Sr.. These Scouters were unanimously elected.

The meeting was concluded with the reminder
that the next Reunion would be on the corresponding camp weekend in July 2001.

Alumni/ae are on line at Retreat led by Joe Eagan ‘60’s.

Special Notes: Be on the lookout in October
for the new Chester County Council, BSA Website
to come on line.
Also,
the
HSRAA
Internet
website
<www.hsraa.org> will soon carry photos of the
Reunion and include electronic versions of both
the first and second issues of "The Octoraro
Loop." Andy Smith is the web master for the site.
Please note: HSRAA is seeking to reconnect with
former staff members and campers at Horseshoe
and Ware. Anyone who knows of any former
camper or staff member who would like to join
the Alumni Association, please have that person
contact
the
HSRAA
Internet
website
<www.hsraa.org> for information. Interested parties may register for membership in the
Association on the website or may contact the
Chester County Council, BSA Service Center
directly at 610-696-2900 to do so.
PLEASE HOLD THIS DATE: HSRAA REUNION
2001 IS SET FOR JULY 21!

Jim Gawthrop ‘41 seated with Link Rice ‘28 and (standing) Al D’Antonio
‘60’s, Bob Matje, Sr. ‘60’s, Doug Dillow ‘97 and son, Tim ‘97 with Hab
Butler ‘52. In background Jim Dukovic ‘54 and Fred Gates ‘44 chat.
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Harold Weber, Sr. ‘85 and Al Forssmark ‘64 greet alumni.

The Brutons cook up a great barbecue!

Swim Meet enjoyed by Al Neubauer ‘?, Ellie Rettew ‘88 and

1970’s decade enjoys the event.

Bootsie Pannell ‘94.

Plenty of great food at the barbecue.

1990’s are here in force.

Camp Ware Staff alumni reunite with Roy and Matleen Cole.
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Former Staffers Bill Grubb “66 and Chris Wagner of ‘60’s.

CHAIRMAN BOB MATJE '68 WRITES -

struction of entrance gates for the camps. The
gates, designed by Dick Bensing '57 and his projects committee, will be architectural hallmarks for
the Reservation that will proudly announce to visitors that they are now on the property of the
greatest camps in the country! We all owe Dick a
resounding thanks for his hard work and dedication through the design development and approval
phase. We believe this project to be very appropriate for our first endeavor, and hope that you
feel the same and will support the effort.
Now that we have had a great start, let's look forward to a bright future. I encourage your comments and your involvement. Please feel free to
contact me at: <rem1130pfm@aol.com>.
Yours in the Spirit, Bob Matje,

HSRAA Chairman Bob Matje ‘68 and Clarke Green 90’s Camp Director.

Fellow Alumni:
What a wonderful reunion. It was great to see
all the Alumni/ae from throughout the years back
where it all began for us. I want to thank all who
attended the reunion and hope that you had the
fun and excitement reminiscent of years passed. If
you get a chance, drop a note to Bill Davis '81,
reunion chairman at: <bdavis@voicenet.com> and
let him know what you thought. Plans are already
underway for next year's event! It was also great
to see the camps in such good shape. Hats off to
our Camp Directors, Mike Berkeihiser and Marjie
Prosock!
As we move forward fulfilling our mission and
purpose, it is important to keep in mind the charter that we have established and the legacy that we
hope to leave. Already the membership of our
organization is swelling beyond our projections.
Truly this is a sign that the formation of this organization was long overdue for Chester County
Council. Our website has been formally established and plans are in the works to expand its
functions and update the information posted on a
regular basis. Our sincere thanks go to Andy
Smith and his crew for their hard work and dedication in making this segment of our operation an
outstanding achievement. Without this resource, it
would be so much more difficult to reach our continual goal of promoting brotherhood among the
Alumni.
Also on the rise is the support for both the
organization, and our first capital project, the con-

HSRAA GATEWAY PROJECTS OK'D FOR
CAMP HORSESHOE AND CAMP WARE
Dick Bensing, Committee Chairman for Special
Projects, has been working with the Council's
Camping and Property Committees to develop
plans for significant gateways for both Camp
Horseshoe and Camp John H. Ware, III.
Preliminary plans have been approved. Final engineering drawings, materials list, timing, costs, etc.
are being developed along with contractor bids.
Each gateway is designed to have field stone
bases with a bronze plaque embellished with the
HSRAA logo and appropriate commemorative
wording. Crossbars will suspend each camp's
name-sign and special wording is planned for the
reverse side.

Architect’s drawing of Gateway.

Lists of other projects are being developed. Any
person having a suggestion for special projects is
invited to submit rough plans along with a justification of need. The committee will take suggestions
into consideration and will respond accordingly.
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WHERE ARE THEY TODAY?
G'Day! We found Jonathan "Dever" DeVirgilio
'88 down under in Sydney, Australia at the site of
the 2000 Summer Olympics as this piece was being
written.
This is a young man on the move and is an
interesting story.
Our dynamic Camp Leader is there serving as
a statistician for the Men's Indoor Volley Ball
Olympic competitions. Quite an opportunity for a
young man! Dad, Rich, says he's also seeing a great
deal of other events while being in Sydney.

Jon became a valued and popular member of
the Camp Horseshoe Staff where he has served
ever since - this year was his third year as Camp
Program Director.
He has excelled in almost every endeavor he
undertakes.
Jon graduated from Penn State
University Magna Cum Laude honors in Marketing.
This year he was accepted, on a deferred basis, for
a position in the "Teach America Program" which
requires a two-year assignment to work in a distressed, poverty area. Upon completion of this
commitment he will receive a Masters Degree in
Teaching.
Jumping back to Australia, once Jon completes
his duties at the Olympics, he is off to New
Zealand. From there it may be a trip to Thailand
and then on to Europe. His European plans are to
Backpack for a two or three month period before
taking on his "Teach America" assignment.
He hopes to get a teaching job in the future to permit him to return to the Staff at Camp Horseshoe.
Ahh! He just can't get the dust of Horseshoe out of
his moccasins!
A valued friend of all and a key member of the
HSRAA, we wish him the best! Hurry home and
back to Horseshoe!
"ERNIE SAYS"
Ernie Heegard, Camp Director Emeritus of the
Horseshoe Scout Reservation, is the Honorary
Chairman of the HSRAA. His column appears regularly in "The Octoraro Loop."

Jon “Dever” DeVirgilio ‘88 with Mike Berkeihiser ‘00 Camp Director.

You may best remember Jon or "Dever", as he
is affectionately called, at Horseshoe at the Sunday
noon meal leading a rousing rendition of "The Cat
Came Back..." or earlier in the week arranging
great camp wide programs to excite and delight
campers at Horseshoe this summer and for many
that have preceded. This young man is on the
move and what he has done will likely be the precursor for his future.
Jon joined Troop 78 of Willistown in the fall of
1988. He jumped right into the troop activities and
first camped on the Reservation at Camp John H.
Ware, III in December that year. His first taste of
Camp Horseshoe followed the next summer. He
relates that "I was scared when I got there...didn't
know my way around camp, but I quickly
learned." By the end of his second week he writes
in his personal log: "...summer camp is an experience that I won't forget." Other unforgettable summer camps followed in succession. On a July
weekend in 1993, Jon took his vigil in the OA and
became a Vigil Honor member of Octoraro Lodge
22. That year he also earned his Eagle Scout
award.

Ernie and Dave Mellinger reunited.

In this issue, Ernie says - Ever have your senses
create images in your mind?
SOUNDS OF CAMP
Have you ever been somewhere and one of
your senses triggers a sudden flash of a pleasant
recollection of summer camp? It may be a sound,
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SOUNDS CONTINUED...
a smell, or a picture. This frequently happens to
me when I see sunlight streaming through the
trees and woods early in the morning when the
moisture-laden air produces those glistening
spears of sunlight. It is then I am instantly reminded of those Sunday morning strolls up the Chapel
trail through the tall pines for the Sunday Church
Service. But most often, it is a sound that triggers
this type of response. One of my favorite songs or
tunes sounding over the PA system prior to mealtime gets me thinking about summer at Horseshoe.
I am not alone in having a particular sense
stimulating a flashback. Last summer I mentioned
this feeling of flashbacks to Steve D'Antonio,
Scoutmaster of Troop 78. Steve explained that he,
too, often gets flashes. However, he has carried
this theme a step further. As he drives to Camp for
an OA weekend or to summer camp, he plays
tapes of John Philip Sousa's marches, the type that
are played prior to the Retreat ceremony at camp
each evening. Steve added that his son Bret and
another Scout, Jeff Hart, also appreciate the musical reflection.
As I reflect on some of the memorable sounds
of camp, I can't help but think of some that passed
from the present camp scene...those, which spur
their own special images in my memory. Oldtimers may recall, as I do, the snapping sound of a
game of checkers when passing the second floor
porch of the old Allen Memorial Dining Hall. It
was here where Charley and Percy Henry (longtime cooks at Horseshoe) would while away their
evenings playing their favorite and fast game
dressed in their pajamas. Or, for others who may
have experienced it, who could forget the sounds
of chimes echoing through the woods from the
chimes tower - a small elevated wooden gazebo which was just off the Boonesboro trail (now the
Campcraft area). It was here that "Dusty" Rhodes
would climb the ladder each evening and hammer
out tunes by lantern light for fifteen minutes before
Taps was sounded.
When the new Camp Headquarters was completed in the 1947 season, Louis Lester, then Scout
Executive, saw to it that the new belfry was outfitted with speakers and, within the building, an

amplification system and record turntable. 78speed records, then state of the art, replaced the
chimes. Campers were then treated to Jan Pearce's
singing of "The Lost Chord," "Bluebird of
Happiness" or "the Lord's Prayer" and to other
vocalists of the day as one drifted off to sleep in
his bunk at night. The PA system also replaced the
large metal megaphone that hung on a frame at the
head of the Parade Field. The Camp Bugler had
used this megaphone to direct his bugle call in different directions, requiring him to repeat the calls
several times. Howard Hutton, Camp Bugler in the
mid '40's really appreciated the new PA system.

New HQ occupied 1947 by Johnny Rettew ‘44 and Ron Sykes ‘42.

Along with the speakers in the headquarters'
belfry, a large brass bell replaced the old fire gong
that hung near the rear of the Dining Hall. Here, a
cedar frame with a section of a railroad wheel suspended by chain and struck with a hammer, produced the fire alarm. The most coveted assignment was the fire wagon crew. The fire wagon
was parked at the head of the Parade Field. It was
a small red trek cart with large metal wheels and
was pulled by four staff members. The cart was
filled with Indian fire pumps, canvas buckets, fire
rakes and shovels - complete and ready at the
alarm!
The sounds of camp are around you each time
you return and new ones are being created each
year: sounds of "Green Grow the Rushes - Ho!"
"The Cat Came Back" or #95 "Al-le-lu-ia" in the
Scouts' Worship book; a roar from the crowd at a Water
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SOUNDS CONTINUED...
Carnival or a Paul Bunyon Meet; the echo of Taps
at a campfire in the bend of the Octoraro; and so
on.
Wonderful things in the Camp program have
and continue to open our senses. These now
evoke our best memories of some of the best summers in our lives. We all should remember that
most of our favorite memories were not by chance.
We have many, many talented and dedicated
Board members, professionals, leaders, staff members and OA members to thank for creating a camp
worth remembering.
A special thanks to the year 2000 Camp
Horseshoe and Camp John H. Ware, III staffs for
carrying on the traditions of creating more and
more great sights and sounds for the Scouts this
year.
The sounds and reflections of camp are so simply and aptly put in the chorus of our Camp song:
They built a camp upon the MasonDixon Line
Historic land where values shine
Old Horseshoe your memories will 'er be mine
In the loop of the Octoraro bend.

tional Boy Scout camping involving "C.O.P.E." programs, aquatics, etc. The final two weeks at Ware
were devoted to providing yet another type program for the Irish Scouts and leaders. Leadership
by Camp Director Marjie Prosock and Program
Director J.B. Fischer provided an excellent experience to all the campers. Bob Fisher was great as
the "Mountain Man."

Ware Program Director JB Fischer ‘90’s at Irish Scout Retreat.

Ware was also the site of the Council's NE-IV124 Wood Badge Boy Scout Leader Training course
being lead by Russ Neubauer, Council
Commissioner. Eighteen Wood badge Staff and 37
candidates came together for the practical phase of
the course. Now each is in the application stage
where they must complete their agreed upon leadership goals to earn their "Beads."

HORSESHOE RESERVATION TODAY
Mike "Berk" Berkeihiser, Camp Director at
Camp Horseshoe reported: "...year 2000 to be best
ever.
We had great attendance and spirit.
Accolades were given by all who attended the
camps this summer. The program and staff continued to grow and improve. Our camp staff is second to none and this year we had almost all of our
Department heads from last year returning. The "JB
Rettew" award for the top Staff member was presented to Jim Metzger, Head Cook, at the final Staff
banquet.
Camp John H. Ware, III challenged the versatility of its Staff by providing different types of programs throughout the summer. Part of the summer
was devoted to the Webelos and Cub Scout
Camping programs. Then "Parent and Pal"
Cubbing programs were conducted with all the
Cub Scout programs having a "Mountain Men"
theme. Next the staff changed gears and had tradi-

OCTORARO LODGE 22 HOLDS ACTIVE
SEPTEMBER WEEKEND!
Octoraro Lodge 22, Order of the Arrow, under
the leadership of its Chief Matt Griffin, conducted
a September service weekend to close out summer
camp and continue various tasks and weighty
responsibilities in support of the Horseshoe
Reservation.
The September OA service weekend saw 300
to 400 Scouts and leaders devote hours of service
to help maintain the camps. Ordeal candidates,
along with those taking their Brotherhood, met to
complete their commitments to cheerful service in
special ceremonies at the Lodge Circle. They were
welcomed and congratulated by their Lodge brothers at an Allen Memorial Dining Hall reception following the campfire.
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As an example, at the event was one of the previous camp directors, who is now a practicing
physician. At considerable sacrifice, he come back
to serve on the summer camp staff at the health
lodge. Just one example of many who have given
generously, are still giving, and will give in the
future, of their time, resources and talent, to further the character mission of the BSA.
One of the primary lessons that life has taught
me is that the highest order of human behavior is
"selfless service to someone else's legitimate need."
And in that context, what greater service could
there be than to serve the needs of the young.
Surely there in is the hope of the future of our
species.
And like a pebble dropped into still water, the
rings go out. The habits introduced and developed in scouting, carry on into other areas, like
parenting and vocations. One of our former camp
staff members is now a teacher for handicapped
youngsters, and another has dedicated his life as a
full time "mom" to two of his children who are
autistic.
You see why my spirit is charged when I am
in the company of these kinds of people. And the
camp, by some magnetic process, attracts them..
They come together, interact, and are fulfilled and
strengthened by their common cause.
Be he the newest scout, who arrives at his first
camping experience, with awe and some apprehension. Or a staff member in his first or tenth season. Or an adult who has tasted the broad buffet
of camping adventure...all have been changed.
Yes...I've been thinking about camp, and what
a mystical and magical place it is. A vast cauldron
wherein lives interface and hopefully, human spirit evolves to a higher form.

"...LIKE A PEBBLE DROPPED INTO STILL
WATER, THE RINGS GO OUT."
James G. "Jim" Dukovic, former Field Director for
the Chester County Council, BSA, sent the following
to the "Loop" editor after being at the HSRAA
Reunion.

JB Rettew ‘44 and Jim Dukovic ‘54.

BEEN THINKING ABOUT...CAMP
Straddling the Mason-Dixon Line in southern
Chester County is a large piece of land that, for
over seven decades, has been well tramped on by
young feet.
The Horseshoe Scout Reservation of the Chester
County Boy Scout Council has many stories to tell
and, on my last visit, I heard a few of them. It was
a gathering of the alumni of past campers and staff
members. Each participant relived, through recollection, cherished events of bygone days.
I first saw the camp in 1954 and in fifteen years
of professional service with the Council and its
camp, I too had nostalgic flashbacks. As with life,
some things time changes dramatically, and other
things change hardly at all.
The Retreat Ceremony, with its cannon and calls
of cadence, as young scouts struggle to keep in
step, looks much as it did when I first saw it. The
play is the same, only the actors change. It's hard
to know which is more significant, the ceremony
with its lesson of respect for the flag and patriotic
duty, or the participants who are being shaped and
molded by the pageantry.
At the Reunion there were people present
whose recollections went back further than mine
and whose contribution to the camp dwarfed what
little I did. It was through such associations that I
found my spiritual regeneration. And, they inspire
me still.

Thinking about the view of Camp @ 1945.
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REFLECTIONS/HIGHLIGHTS

1952 and it was completed in 1958. The 1945
Order of the Arrow projects included re-building
the Lodge Ceremonial Circle under the direction of
Lodge Chief Ralph R. Matlack.
49 YEARS AGO - 1951: Fred Gates elected Chief
of Octoraro Lodge 22. In 2000, Fred was presented the Silver Beaver award for his extensive service and leadership to scouts in Chester County
Council, BSA.
42 YEARS AGO - 1958: Council celebrates 30 year
anniversary with acquisition of what is now Camp
John H. Ware, III and expansion of camping facilities to handle increased number of scouts in
Council. It was originally called the Explorer Base.

249 YEARS AGO:
When was the name "Horseshoe" first mentioned? It was in a 1751 survey
record...made by George Churchman...of "two
small pieces of land situate in a loop of Octoraro
Creek called the Horse-Shoe ford."
71 YEARS AGO - 1929: Camp Echo newspaper
announced "Our camp will be known as 'The
Horseshoe' until an official name has been given
it." The name eventually stuck!
72 - 71 YEARS AGO - 1928 - 1929: Earliest swimming facilities were located at "Taylor Beach"
below Bayard Taylor stockade where scouts took
advantage of the Octoraro Creek in days before
the "Heistand Pool" opened in the summer of
1930.

Wood Badge SPL Eric Miller ‘65 checks out Ware project.
1946 - Heistand Pool at Horseshoe.

35 YEARS AGO - 1965: Construction of Camp
Ware (Jubilee) pool begins at cost of $39,000.
28 YEARS AGO - 1972: Shades of a 1942 flood!
Remnants of Hurricane Agnes dump tremendous
amounts of rain on Horseshoe several days before
opening of camp. The results: Octoraro rages at
record level and destroys newly surfaced road,
submerges Athletic field, rips out OA Bridge, sinks
pool and challenges opening of camp. Hundreds
of OA, camp staff and volunteers from around
Council come to repair the damage...the results:
Thanks to their dedicated work, Horseshoe
opened on time!
22 YEARS AGO - 1978: Horseshoe is again an
"international" camp. Following a visit in earlier
years by a Scouting group from Norway, the camp
hosted a Scout Troop from England, the XII Royal
Eltham Troop. The visitors were impressed with
our hospitality and facilities, which were unlike
theirs in England.

65 YEARS AGO - 1935: Camp Thomas was erected in a remote part of Horseshoe as a camp for
senior scouts. It was so named for Ben Thomas,
Scout Master of Troop 7 of Malvern. Ben had also
served as a beloved Assistant Scout Executive dedicated to serving troops and youth in the Council.
Camp Thomas is now used for outpost camping.
55 YEARS AGO - 1945: Octoraro Lodge Building
fund initiated for Lodge 22. Ground was broken in

Winter provides OA Lodge blanket.
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OFFICERS ELECTED TO NEW TERM
Officers elected for a term ending July, 2001:
Chairman.....................Robert E. Matje
Vice Chairman...............Paul Owens
Secretary.....................Joseph M. Eagan
Treasurer.....................Eric R. Lorgus

1988 Polish Scout Jamboree Boy and Girl Scouts on parade.

12 YEARS AGO - 1988: Horsehoe again goes
"international" hosting 1200 scouts and leaders at
the fourth Jamboree of Polish International Scouts
in Exile. The shouts of "CZU WAJ" (meaning 'Be
Alert") were heard from scouts from twelve different countries around the world. The boy scouts
were camped at Horseshoe while the girls were
camped at Camp John H. Ware, III.

Fire building by NE-IV-124 Wood Badgers at John H. Ware, III.

HSRAA WEBSITE: www.hsraa.com
See the HSRAA on the Web! The site includes
back issues of The Octoraro Loop, reunion
information for July 21, 2001, registration, membership data, etc. Also, see "The Spirit of the
Horseshoe" book by JB Rettew on this site.

THIS YEAR - 2000: Camp
John H. Ware, III is "international" again as nearly
200 Irish scouts and leaders from County Cork
Ireland experience the
hospitality of the Chester
County Council. Camp
Director Prosock, Program
Director J.B. Fischer and
Commissioner Charley
their camp staff, Bill
Bradford ‘60ís with Martin
from County Cork,
Reservation Manager Bill
Ireland.
Hess along with JB and
Ellie Rettew with their service crew of Charlie
Bradford, Karen Griffin, Pete LeBrun, Jim Montich,
Tom Murphy and Larry Stepnitz provided fellowship and fun for the visitors.

CHARTER MEMBERS LIST -Page 12
The final page of The Octoraro Loop contains
our current Charter members who registered
before the September 1, 2000 deadline and start of
the HSRAA fiscal year.
We sought to be as accurate as possible. Where
dates were not specific on a member's first year in
camp, it was estimated based upon age, etc., or
shown as a decade or with " '?" where it was not
possible to figure.
Please notify us of any errors in detail so we
can correct it for the future.
Thanks, JB Rettew
Address inquiries to:

Irish “Hurling” match at Ware observed by Neil Chippendale
‘80’s, Tim Dillow and father Doug ‘97 with Irish Chief of
Camp Brian Lougheed.

THE OCTORARO LOOP
JB Rettew, Editor
(Email Address: <JBR3@prodigy.net>)
OR WRITE:
% HORSESHOE SCOUT RESERVATION
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Chester County Council, BSA
504 South Concord Road,
West Chester, PA 19382
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231 HSRAA CHARTER
MEMBERS: 9/1/2000
Allen, Matt '?
Arni, Kenneth F. '86
Austin, Jr., Neville P. '89
Austin, Neville P. '89
Badman, Joseph '?
Badman, Tom '?
Bagnall, Andy '96
Balmat, Bruce '92
Balmat, Jeffrey D. '92
Bartimo, Steve '85
Bekaert, Gerard '95
Bell, James G. '96
Benko, Mark I. '80's
Bensing, Richard T. '56
Bentley, Andrew P.K. '93
Berkeihiser, Michael '86
Bettenhausen, Tod '70's
Boldin, Christopher S. '96
Boldin, Johnny L. '89
Borrell, Kathy '99
Borrell, Robert '99
Borrell, Thomas J. '97
Bree, Adam J. '97
Brown, Jerry '58
Brun, Steve J. '63
Bruton, Benjamin C. '70's
Bruton, Charles W. '70's
Bruton, James M. '70's
Bruton, John J. '80's
Bruton, Peter J. '02
Burkey, Kenneth '?
Butler, Walter '?
Butler,III, Harriss A. '52
Callahan, John '91
Carr, David '40's
Carr, III, David J. '95
Carrigan, Jake '90's
Cassel, Everett '70
Cattell, Harry J. '76
Chippendale, Neil '84
Christenson, Matthew '66
Coe, Andrew '80's
Coe, Andrew R. '92
Coe, Raymond '?
Coffey, Kevin M. '93
Cole, Elise M. '77
Cole, Roy G. '77
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